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Superior
Integration in
Filter
Assembly

SIFA offers a wide range of arti-
cles dedicated to match the most 
demanding requirements in the in-
door sector.

This industry requires high stand-
ard of air purification efficiency ob-
tainable only with quality materials 
and manufactures, quality that SIFA 
offers in its products for OEM and 
OES solutions.

Main applications

These devices are used for the 
removal of hazardous substances 
such as gases and dust produced 
in hospitals, radiology departments 
and laboratories.

Available in both Bag In-Bag Out 
-

ment versions, they are available in 
both domestic and industrial envi-
ronments. The BIBO solution is used 
in all air treatment plants where 
pollutants arrested by the filter can 
compromise the operator’s safety 

BIBO
SYSTEM
CAB Bag in Bag Out with integrated SPIRO Connectors up to 

CAB DUO Bag in Bag Out with integrated SPIRO
CAN Bag in Bag Out with 

square section. CAN Bi–Side Bag in Bag Out square sections 
CAN DUO
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BIBO SYSTEM INDOOR

during filter replacement op-
erations such as in biological 
research laboratories, hos-
pital rooms, nuclear power 
plants, chemical industries.

SIFA offers a wide range 
of customized security con-
tainers with various options, 
some of which are pat-
ent-protected, available for 
either high-capacity metallic 

pocket filters.

LEAK TEST

STANDARD 

EQUIPMENT

OPTIONAL

Handles on door

Plastic Knobs

Metallic Knobs

Adaptor for SPIRO connectors

Brushed surface for stainless steel

Mirror surface for stainless steel

Pressure nozzles with valves

Overall manual Efficiency filter scanning

Electronic overall integrity filter scanning

Porthole inspection on door

Porthole for visual filter inspection

Gasket for multi Housing assembling 

Safety Bag with O-ring

Safety bags with Arm protection

Analogic Pressure Gauge

Fitting system for V-Banks

Maintenance table for filter change

Serial Number

Bolting for multi Housing assembling

System Assembling

CANHOUSING CAB

CANFINISHING CAB

CANACCESORIES CAB

CANTESTING CAB

CANSERVICES CAB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A


